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George D. Stoddard
Stoddard Installation File, 1947

Box 1:

General (2 folders), Correspondence relating to receipt of copies of the installation proceedings and to the coming installation in general; citations for recipients of honorary degrees; programs; memoranda on planning of installation and lists of committees, seating, reservations, guests and academic procession.

Address, Manuscript, typed and printed copies of addresses delivered at the various ceremonies of the installation.

Congratulations, Letters of congratulation sent to the new president from individuals, organizations and institutions. Also includes some replies from Stoddard.

Correspondence, General, Correspondence of Stoddard thanking various individuals for their part in the installation and general correspondence relating to the installation.

Official Guests, Correspondence of President's Office with guests and speakers at the installation. The correspondence consists mostly of letters of thanks from the President.

Trustees
University Officers

Greetings, Colleges and Universities, Proclamations of greetings and congratulations sent to the University of Illinois from colleges and universities in the U.S. on the occasion of the installation of the new president.

Foreign Societies


Invitations and Programs
Local Newspaper Reports
Photographs
Press Releases

Ferment in Education (1948), Published volume containing the symposium conducted at the time of the installation of President Stoddard.

Scrapbook, Scrapbook containing official printed material (invitations, programs, tickets, passes) relating to the Stoddard installation.

Box 2:

Invitation acceptances

Box 3:

Scrapbook, Invitations, programs, tickets, passes, forms, committees, lists, pamphlets and clippings.